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ABSTRACT

time, improving the efficiency of the missions.

In planetary exploration missions, providing autonomy to
rovers is highly desirable because of the necessity to traverse larger distances without human intervention. Path
planners have a key role on autonomy, taking into account
information relative to the environment as well as the
rover capabilities to find the best positions to be reached.
In this paper is introduced a novel path planning solution
that works in two stages, global and local. First of them,
computed offline, serves to find the trajectory that minimizes a cost parameter to reach a certain destination. This
cost is based on data relative to locomotion-terrain relation, considering the use of several locomotion modes.
On the other hand, the local scale is used to make the
vehicle avoid nearby obstacles whenever necessary, dynamically modifying the path obtained before. Finally it
is provided some conclusions and ideas for future work.

One of the tasks that are key in autonomy is to find the
best path to reach a certain destination. This is made
thanks to the use of path planning algorithms, which employ the information relative to the environment and the
vehicle mobility. These algorithms search for a path that
optimizes parameters such as time. In the case of previous planetary exploration missions, path planning algorithms have been implemented on the Mars Exploration
Rovers (MERs) Opportunity and Spirit [4]. The approach
used consists on the combination of two planners, each of
them dedicated to compute at a different scale: local and
global planners. While local planning focuses only on
obtaining the immediate trajectories within the surroundings of the vehicle, global takes into account the overall
environment so as to ensure the vehicle arrives at the desired destination in an optimal and safe way.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Communications between Earth and any other celestial
bodies are limited due to the huge existing distances that
separate them. For example, delays in two-way messages from our planet to Mars can take up to 40 minutes [1]. Since this makes direct tele-operation of rovers
an unfeasible task, the space agencies intend to keep improving autonomy capabilities on these vehicles, carrying out tasks with the least possible human intervention.
By doing this, larger traverses can be made in a single
command cycle and operations with rovers can be sped
up. This is desirable for future planetary exploration missions like Mars 2020, in which a rover is intended to be
sent with the purpose of taking samples in the red planet
and place them later in depots [2]. Besides, as part of
the Mars Sample and Return campaign, such samples
are meant to be sent back to Earth. To do this, another
rover should be able to retrieve the samples and transport
them to another platform in Mars [3]. Higher autonomy
in these cases would mean taking more samples in least

As stated in the previous paragraph, path planners make
use of information relative to mobility. In relation with
this, it is on the spotlight of space agencies the use of vehicles capable to adapt to a large variety of terrains. A
proposed solution to this is the use of so called reconfigurable rovers. The main particularity of this kind of
vehicles is the capability to change the kinematic configuration and modify its locomotion. An example of
this is the rover that is intended to be sent as part of the
ExoMars 2020 mission, which is lead by the European
Space Agency. By using joints located on top of its legs
the rover can execute a locomotion mode called wheelwalking, consisting on the deployment and retrieving of
such legs. This results on the application of more force
to the surface, improving traction on loose soils and reducing the slippage suffered by the vehicle. Experiments
carried out with a rover with similar kinematic configuration in [5] support this statement.
This paper contains a brief explanation relative to a novel
path planning algorithm. Its functioning is detailed in
section 2, focusing on its application at global and local
levels. Finally, a series of conclusions is extracted and
provided in section 3, as well as some ideas for future
research.
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Figure 1: Schematic representing the functioning of the proposed path planning approach. There are two layers, Global
and Local, that are overlapped on a grid. Each of them has different size and resolution. Global Layer is in charge of
the path planning at global scale, making use of FMM to find the optimal path based on information from satellites and
locomotion models. In Local Layer, whenever an obstacle is found, a repairing process is triggered so as to compute an
alternate path that avoids it.
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Figure 2: Multi-layered grid used for the proposed path
planning. Global Nodes form the Global Layer, while
Local Nodes, obtained by subdividing the previous ones,
are part of the Local Layer.

2.

MULTI-SCALE PATH PLANNING

In Fig. 1 is provided an schematic containing the different
parts of the proposed path planning algorithm. It works
basically in two levels, global and local. This is possible
thanks to the use of a grid formed by two layers, which is
explained next.

2.1.

Multi-layered Grid

The proposed path planning approach make use of a grid
with multiple resolutions, as can be seen in Fig. 2. The
grid contains two layers, named Global Layer and Local
Layer. Global Nodes are those contained in the first one.
This layer uses maps that cover the entire area of the mission and contains the locations of the rover and the goal to

reach. These can be obtained by external means such as
orbital imagery, providing information relative to the terrain conditions. An example of this is HiRISE system [6],
from which Digital Elevation Maps (DEMs) of the Martian surface can be obtained. Besides, since the work of
Cunningham et al. [7] suggests that some parameters like
slip could be predicted beforehand through thermal images, these, obtained from Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
THEMIS [8], arise as well as an interesting information
source for path planning. Because of the necessity of using areas with large extension, in order to minimize the
computer resources the resolution employed is in the order of the rover size. On the contrary, the Local Layer
has a higher resolution but only covers the immediate
surroundings of the vehicle. It is used to represent with
high detail the obstacles that are detected by the rover and
placed near it.

2.2.

Fast Marching Method (FMM)

Prior to explaining path planning at both scales, it is included in this paper a brief description about the method
on which the algorithm is based: Fast Marching. Main
reason behind this is the low awareness of this method
in the robotics field. FMM basically consists on an agile computation to obtain the numerical solution of the
eikonal equation [9]. This equation is the one defining
the behavior of a wave that is expanded from a certain
position and propagates over a 2-D surface. As result, a
potential field is obtained, formed by values at each position indicating the arrival time of the wave. Main particularity of the resulting potential field is that by using
a gradient descent method on it a path connecting any
location and the origin is obtained. In the case of path
planning applications, considering the 2-D surface a cost
function the resulting path is the one that minimizes cost,
i.e. the optimal path [10].

(a) Rover follows a path and
encounters several obstacles.
A potential field is created
around them.

(b) FMM is used to find an alternative path that avoids obstacles and later keeps following global potential field

(c) A path is initially computed within a simulation environment.

(d) Repairing of path once
an obstacle is detected on the
way of the vehcile

Figure 3: A global potential field is provided to the rover,
from which a path is computed and followed (a)(c). Then,
whenever an obstacle is detected in the way of the rover,
it computes an alternate path (b)(d).

2.3.

Global-local Path Planning

There are two stages in the proposed planning solution:
global and local. Main purpose of the first of them is
to find the optimal path that connects the location of the
rover to a certain destination. This process can be executed offline, relying its computation on Earth ground stations or even a satellite instead of the rover. In this way,
limitations derived from the rover computer architecture
can be avoided in order to work with larger amounts of
data. The way to do this, on the Global Layer, is to compute using FMM a potential field that starts at the goal and
expands over the entire map. Rate of propagation of this
expansion is defined by a cost function that depends on
the terrain characteristics as well as the locomotion mode
chosen. The way to determine this mode is by using simulation models and/or previous experiments, choosing the
one that makes the value of cost the lowest. During the
FMM expansion, each Global Node has a value of the
so called Total Cost assigned. This Total Cost consists
on a numeric value indicating the minimum amount of
cost required to follow the optimal path starting from that
position. The resulting potential field can be sent to the
rover, which computes the path using a gradient descent
method as can be seen in Fig. 3.
Once the path is finally obtained, the rover can start following it. Nevertheless, due to the lack of representation
in the Global Layer, certain elements such as obstacles,
whose size is similar or smaller than rover, can appear in
its way. Therefore, it is needed a way to repair the path
whenever it passes through an obstacle or is too close to

it. This is done by using local planning, which also employs FMM but at a smaller scale, on the Local Layer.
The repairing process consists on a series of steps. First,
its triggering is caused by analyzing the distance of any
obstacle detected by the rover to any of the waypoints
of the path. If in any case this distance is under a certain threshold value, repairing process is triggered. Then,
next step of the repairing process is the creation of a repulsive potential field around the obstacles, such as those
seen in Fig.3a and 3b. Main reason behind this is to ensure the rover does not go too close to any obstacle if it is
not strictly needed. Later on, the following step is the application of FMM on Local Layer. By using the previous
repulsive potential field as the cost function of the eikonal
equation, a new FMM propagation is computed. From it,
a new path can be extracted using also a gradient descent
method, effectively avoiding the detected obstacles.

3.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper is briefly explained the functioning of a
novel path planner that works at two scales. It considers the use of multiple locomotion modes as well as the
presence of obstacles near the vehicle. First, it is provided a brief explanation about the method this algorithm
is based on: Fast Marching. Second, the use of FMM to
compute a path at a global scale is proposed. To do this,
it is used as cost the data relative to the vehicle behavior
on different terrains according to the locomotion modes
it is capable to use. Third, FMM is also used at a local
scale to modify the path whenever necessary. The moment an obstacle is detected too close to any waypoint,
this stage is triggered. A FMM propagation is executed
so as to find an alternate path that avoids the obstacle
and continues following the potential field computed at
global level. A more extensive explanation of this algorithm will be given in further work. Future improvements
of it include the consideration of cost that depends on the
vehicle direction (for example, when climbing and descending through slopes) and also the restrictions relative
to the curvature radius of the resulting paths.
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